
Insurtech For A Digital London Market 
June 25 6pm - 9pm London 

#InsurTech #InsTechLondon #LMA  #insurance3point0 #LloydsLab 

Introductions – Paolo Cuomo, Co-Founder for InsTech London and Tom Payne, Market Operations Director for LMA 

Lloyd’s Innovation Lab – the latest news from Trevor Maynard, Head of Innovation at Lloyd’s 

Keynote presentation -  from what3words’  Strategic Partnership Director 

 
Flock 

Matt Cleary 
John Rowlands 

Flock is a VC & Government backed start-up who have built the ‘world’s smartest drone insurance’                
platform. Flock has partnered with Allianz to launch drone insurance on a ‘pay-as-you-fly’ basis.              
Flock's wider vision is to pioneer the use of real-time data in insurance.  

 
@flockcover 

flockcover.com 

 
Cytora Richard Hartley 

Cytora is an artificial intelligence company powering a new way for commercial insurers to target,               
select and price risk. With the Cytora Risk Engine, insurers can measurably grow premium and               
improve loss ratios while delivering fairer and more accurate prices to customers 

@cytora 
cytora.com 

 
McKenzie 

Forbes 
McKenzie 

Zosia Krajewska 

MIS, provides actionable intelligence to the global financial and insurance industries after            
continental scale natural catastrophes. MIS collates and analyses data from satellites, sensors and             
IoT devices through its SaaS portal in the form of interactive maps, raw data and written reports  

@Mckenzie_Int 
mckenzieintelligence.co.uk 

 
Whitespace Jody Wilkinson  

Whitespace enables the (Re)Insurance industries to fully digitise and integrate with the placing             
process right from the outset. Based on a distributed database architecture, it is a state of the art,                  
multi-platform computer system designed for mobile and desktop use alike. 

@WhitespaceSLTD 
whitespace.co.uk 

 

Insurwave  
EY 

Sagar 
Khandelwal 

Insurwave is the world’s first marine insurance blockchain platform launched by EY with Microsoft,              
Guardtime, and A.P. Moller-Maersk; key insurance leaders Willis Towers Watson, XL Catlin, and MS              
Amlin; and ACORD to help the industry manage risk and cost using automated ledger transactions 

 #Insurwave 
www.ey.com/gl/en/industries/

financial-services/insurance/ 

 Concirrus 
Rob 

Windsor-Clive 

Concirrus created Quest, real-time behavioural insights software for marine insurance. It accesses            
and interprets large sets of data (vessel statistics, movements or localised weather information), and              
combines this with historical claims information to reveal the behaviours that correlate to claims 

@Concirrus 
concirrus.com 

 

 

Shift 
Technology 

Jeff Manricks  
Shift Technology are helping insurer clients to win the war against insurance fraud & automation of                
the claims process, solely focused on the global insurance sector, Shift exploit the best of AI and                 
Machine Learning to help insures save money and maintain the highest customer satisfaction 

@shiftechnology 
www.shift-technology.com 

 

 
Chain That David Edwards 

ChainThat brings efficiency to insurance business networks using Distributed Ledger Technology and            
Smart Contracts to instantly synchronise and automate operational processes. Its end-to-end suite            
of products makes every component of issuing and managing policy lifecycles more efficient 

@chain_that 
chainthat.com 

More info at:  www.instech .london | www.market-minds.co.uk |www.insurance3point0.com | www.lmalloyds.com | www.lloydslab.com 
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